


The UBS Arena campus has plenty of outdoor real estate for events & 

activations. W ith an abundance of park benches, direct access to Belmont Hall, 

and a large visible plaza LED display, the campus is excellent for community 

events, outdoor movie screenings, and more. 



Our largest space, the arena bowl is ideal for large corporate galas, video shoots, and rehearsal space. The arena bowl 

configuration is highly flexible and can accommodate various event types with or without access to additional dubs. 
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Belmont Hall is a casual sports restaurant with menu items from Floral Park'st The Harrison restaurant. The space is accessible directly from 

the outside of the venue and boasts an enc osed picnic area. The restaurant is excellent for birthday parties and low-key, informal occasions. 
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Club 

he UBS Club pulls inspiration from classic New York and 

is perfect for company holiday parties, receptions, and more. 

Adjacent to the space are two large lobbies perfect as 

overRow space or a cocktail hour prior to your event. 
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The DIME Club is one of our largest dubs overlooking the arena bowl. With flexible 

use of furniture, this dub can be used for cocktail parties1 smal er galas, and events. 
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The Verizon Lounge is an intimate space, great for corporate meetings, and other private upscale 

parties. The lounge is intimate and tucked away from the rest of the arena for added privacy. 
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AMERICAN 
EXPRESS LOUNGE 

The American Express Speakeasy is a small personal space that is great for private exclusive events such as high-end invite or,ly cocktail 

parties. The space is located off the main concourse near the NE Main Entry and can serve as an excel ent holding room in tandem to an 

event hosted in the ,Great Hall. 
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HEINEKEN TERRACE 

The Heineken Terrace is located in the upper terrace. The space is partially covered and includes a large bar ideal for entertaining. 

This space is ideal for receptions, panels and brand activations. 
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UIS IRENI IS PROUD PARTNERS WITH CONCESSIONAIRE DELAWARE NORTH 

Delaware North is the exclusive caterer for UBS Arena and welcomes guests to sit 

back, relax, and enjoy an innovative and diverse culinary experience. 
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